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ON ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF MARKOV PROCESSES 
PETR MANDL, M* ROSARIO ROMERA AYLLÓN 
We consider a countable controlled Markov process. The control policy is the adaptive one. 
The differential generator is represented by the transition rate matrix. The case of infinite planning 
horizon and average reward per unit time as criterion is considered. 
Sufficient conditions to ensure the existence of an optimal stationary strategy are given. 
The dependence of the asymptotic behaviour of the criterion function on the asymptotic behaviour 
of the control is also investigated. The paper is an extension to the continuous time case of the 
results in [3]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a system S with countable state space /. The process X = {Xt, r = 0} 
describes the trajectory of the system. The control process is Z = {Z„ t ^ 0} ranging 
in a compact metric space S. The transition rate matrix Q is conservative, and the 
transition rates are continuous functions of z, 
Q = \\q(i, j ; z)\\ iJet , z e f , q(i, z) = - q(i, i; z), i e I, z e 2£ . 
The criterion function is interpreted as the reward from S; up to time Tit is given by 
Rт = í r(Xt, Zt) åt, 
where r(i, z) is a continuous function in z, iel, z e 2f. 
Admissible controls are defined following [4]. 
We consider the non-decreasing system of u-algebras J5" = {2Ft, t ^ 0} generated 
by the process X = {Xt, t ^ 0}, which takes values in / , having piecewise constant 
right-continuous trajectories, 
J*, = <ra{Xs, s ^ t; events of probability 0} . 
The control process Z = {Zt, t ^ 0} with values in £f is right-continuous and 
adapted to # \ 
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We say that X is the evolution of.S under admissible control Z if 
lM, = x{X, = i } - [ q{Xs, i;Zs)ds, t _ 0 , iel, 
are martingales with respect to #". 
In the general case the control strategies considered are the non-anticipative ones. 
For stationary controls the control parameter at time t equals 
Z, = (a)Xt, i _ 0 , 
where s e f x f x f ... = r . 
The transition rate matrix under a stationary strategy has the expression 
Q^HUk^l^-lq&k)!^,, 
and the reward up to time Tit is given by 
RT= f r(Xt,(a)Xt)dt = f (ra)Stdt. 
To each stationary strategy a we associate the mean reward defined as 
l i m T " 1 R7 = n„ , 
T-KX> 
provided that the limit exists and is constant with probability one. 
We take optimality in the following sense; & is an optimal stationary policy, if 
fig = 'ft = sup na . 
Trajectory of S Corresponding to a Stationary Policy 
Without loss of generality we select the state 1 to be the exceptional one. Following 
the idea expressed by Hordijk ([2]) in order to obtain sufficient conditions for the 
existence of an optimal stationary strategy, we introduce the Q„ matrix 
s ( i A _ M ' j ) > W e i , . + 1, 
which is the restriction of 0a, obtained by replacing every element in the first column 
with exception of the diagonal one by 0. d is the Kronecker delta function. 
The matrix Qs then corresponds to the situation when the trajectory of S vanishes 
at the jump into state 1. 
Let Pff(t)> t _ 0, be the minimal solution of the backward equation • , 
dt 
pa(0) = / (unit matrix) . 
With a stationary policy a we associate X = [X„ t _ 0} describing the evolution 
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of S under a as follows. From the initial state X0 = i the process X follows the 
transition law Pa up to the first vanishing of the trajectory. The trajectory is right 
continuous. After the vanishing, the process starts afresh in state 1, and follows 
P„. until it vanishes again and so on. 





The semi-Markovian viewpoint gives the following expressions 




Jo »=° 1« 
provided that the series converge absolutely. We set e = (1, 1, ..., 1)'. 
If v is a vector, then (|y|)f = |(»),|, (t>
2)f = (u)
2. Analogously 
= —— for vectors vt and v2 • 
(V2)i 
2. EXISTENCE OF AN OPTIMAL STATIONARY STRATEGY 
We consider optimality in the maximum average reward per unit time sense; 
& e iT00 is optimal if 
Ht = sup n„ = p.. 
In order to ensure the stability we introduce a Liapunov-type condition, which is 
similar to that introduced by Hordijk in [2]. 
Hypothesis H 1. There exists a vector yx 2: 0 such that 
(i) |r,| + e + QayL g O , a e r , 
(ii) lim Pa
Iy1 = 0 , a e &
m , 
/V->co 
(iii) lim QayL = Q^0y1 , ff,a0er. 
<r->oo 
The convergence considered in ^°c0 is the component-wise one given by the metric 
in the compact space J ? x . 
Example. Conditions H 1 do not exclude the runs of the trajectory to infinity. 
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This is seen on the divergent pure birth process with rates 
« ( j , j + l ) = j 2 = -q(JJ)> j = 1,2,... 
The jth inequality in (i) is 
(2) (Ir^.+ l - j ^ z + A ^ - M ^ O . 
Let 
(\ra\)j + 1 = const., j = 1,2... 
Hence (2) holds for 
(yi)i = 2 const.//, j = 1,2,... 
Lemma 1. The Liapunov type condition (i) ensures the existence of fia for all 
ae&x. 
Proof. Having in consideration that one method to construct the Pa minimal 
backward Kolmogorov solution is the truncation procedure, we introduce the "Pa 
solution of the equation 
-"Pa(t) = "Qa"Pa(t), "R;(0) = / , 
dr 
where "Qa is the n x n truncation of Qa. 
We also consider truncated vectors "e, "yv Then we have 
"e + "Qa > ! = 0 , 
"Pa(s)"e + "Pa(s)"Qa"yi^0, 
"Pa(s)"e + ^"Pa(s)"y1 = 0, 
ds 
and hence 
J^ "Pa(s) "e ds + "Pa(t) »yt = "Pa(0) "Vl = "yt . 
Letting n -» oo and then t -> oo, we obtain 
(3) \KPa(S)eds = y1. 
Jo 
Similarly 
(4) \PJs) \ra\ d s ^ y i . 
From (3) it follows that under a state 1 is positively recurrent. From (4) it follows 
that the expected reward earned until the jump into state 1 is finite. Hence, the strong 
law of large numbers yields 
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(fЧ(sҚds 
(íľ в дЧ 
lim — Rт = *J£— —-Zi = „ a - S . гj 
Г-oc T 
If we make the additional assumption 
q(i, 1; z) <; const. , z e f , i = 2, 3, ..., 
it follows with regard to (l) and to (4) that fi is finite. 
We also denote q = sup q(i, 1; z). 
i s / 
ZE2T 
Theorem 1. Let H 1 hold. Then there exists an optimal stationary policy. 
In virtue of (1) the proof can proceed as in [2]. 
Next define the potential 
w=suP f; pjfri...p(^-fi-L\ 
which represents the optimal expected reward if r(i, z) — fi is taken as reward 
function. 
We have the optimality equations 
(5) w = s u p J ^ - C ? + P„ 
- {q„ 4, 
(6) w = ^ - ^ + P > , 
which are similar to the discrete case optimality equations obtained in [3]. 
(5) and (6) are equivalent to 
(7) 0 = sup {ra - fie + Qaw} , 
(8) 0 = ra - fie + Qaw . 
We can conclude that (fi, <?) is the solution of the optimality equations. We also have 
0 = r3 - n5e + Q5w5 for d e £"" . 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE CRITERION FUNCTIONAL 
In this section we consider the initial state X0 fixed. 
Lemma 2. Let 0 <I c(i, z), iel, ze 2£, be continuous function of z. Let 
(9) cff + Q~„y 51 0 , ( j e f
0 0 , 
with y = 0. 
Then, under admissible control Z for T — 0 
(10) E T c(Z„ Z.) dr + E(y)XT ^ (y)Xo + (,-), qT. 
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Proof. Let n ^ X0. Denote T„ = inf [t, Xt > «}. Then 
{'MtATn, t >. 0} , iel, where t /\r„ = min (t, T„) , 
are martingales, and 
t(y)tlMtAU, t^O, 
1 = 1 
are also martingales for each m. 
Let T ^ 0. For m > X0 we have 
M*0=E£(v),. 'MT A t i i = 
; = i 
= Ex{XTAt„ ^ m] (y)x.TAtn - E f
 At" I q(X„ i; Zt) (y)t dt. 
Jo ' = i 
Letting m -* co we obtain 
(11) (y)Xo = E(y)Xr A - E f " " ̂  q(X„ i; Zt) (y)t dt. 
Jo ' 
Note that the last expectation is finite, since from (9) follows 
\Zq(X„ i; Zt) (y)t\ = q(X„ Zt) (y)Xt + \q(X„ 1; Zt)\ (y), , 
and in the integrand is Xt e { 1 , . . . , «} for f e [0, T A. T J . From (11) and (9) 
O ' k - E f " " <X„ Zt) dr = l(y)XTArn - E f
 A r" z{Z f * 1} q(X„ 1; Z.) (*). df -
- E [J ' ' " (c(*„ Z,) + £<j(X(, i; Z,) (y),) d: £ EX{T„ > T} (j)Xr - SOJ^TA O . 
Jo ' 
Letting n -* oo (10) is obtained. • 
Law of Large Numbers 
In the following we fix a e JT00. To a we can associate the scalar-vector couple 
(ng, ws) satisfying 
0 = rs - fige + QgWg . 
We shall write briefly fi, w. 
We define 
<p(i, z) = r(i, z) - (i + £q(f, j ; z) (w)j, iel, z e f , 
/ 
which is a continuous function in z. cp(X„ Zt) is a measure of difference between 
the actual parameter value Zt and the value (5)Xt corresponding to the stationary 
strategy 5. 
We introduce the process 
(12) M T = RT -Tn + (W)XT - (w)Xo - f cp(X„ Zt)dt, T=0, 
and the functions for m = 2, 3, ... 
rma-)=E-(i,j;-)((w),-H-)
M, 
M i , -) -= I q(i, /; -) ((yi)7 + (jj)r), i - I, - - % • 
In order to prove that the Law of Large Numbers holds for Rr, we need to make 
a stronger hypothesis. 
Hypothesis H 2. There exists a yz ^ y\ such that 
h2a + Q.yz = 0 , treT
0. 
Since |w| g const, j>, we have, 
|rm(i, z)| ^ const. hm(i, z ) . 
Lemma 3. Let H 1 and H 2 hold. Then for any admissible Z, 
(i) M = {MT, T > 0} is a martingale with respect to J~. 
(ii) E(M,. - M s)
2 = E JJr 2 (Z„ Z.) d r , 0 5 S | T . 
(iii) EM2 + E(y2)Ar g (j/2)x„ + (y2). J T , T ^ 0. 
Proof. Detailed proof is given in [5], Lemma III.2.1. From Lemma 2 one obtains 
E f "" r2(xt, zt) dt + Kv2)xTATn = (y2)x0 + (y2)i *T, T = o , 
where T„ = inf {t, Xt > n). 
First it is shown that { M T A I „ , T i£ 0}, n = 1, 2 , . . . , are martingales and that 
E ( M r A r „ )
2 = E f A t " ; * 2 d r . 
Letting n -*• oo (i), (ii), (iii) follow. 
From this lemma we can get the following results. 
Theorem 1. Let H 1, H 2 hold. Then 
lim T~ lRT = jit 
r-x» 
in probability, in first order mean, in second order mean if and only if 
l i m T - 1 f <p(Xt,Zt)dt = 0 , 
r->*. Jo 
respectively in probability, in first order mean and in second order mean. 
Theorem 2. Let H 1, H 2 hold. Then 
(13) lim T_1MT = 0 a.s. 
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Theorem 3. Let H 1, H 2 hold. Then under any admissible control 
lim P(T~ *R r ^ ft + e) = 0 for £ > 0 , 
r~>oo 
and 
E r 1 ERT < n. 
r->co 
The proof of these theorems can proceed as in [5]. 
In order to obtain the main result of this subsection, we introduce the vectors ek 
ek:(ek)t~0, i<k, («»).*=-, i>k, and set 
E/k) = (7°° P/s) ek ds\ If r P/s) e ds\ , a e %
w , 
t(k) = sup e/k). 
aE3<x> 
Following [3], Lemma 10, we can derive 
lim e(k) = 0 . 
(1-00 
Since H 1 implies 
ek + e + 2Qayx < 0 , ( r e f , 
we can use Theorem 3 to conclude that under H 1, H 2 
hm T-1 E [ (ek)Xf d/ = hm T"
1 f P(Xt ^ k) dt < s k), 
r-00 Jo r-.co Jo 
for Z admissible. 
The analogy between B„(k), s(k) and the quantities n„, (i is obvious. 
Hypothesis H 3. There exists a y3 2: 0 such that 
(q.yd2 + Qay3 <0, aeS*. 
Theorem 4. Let H 1, H 2, H 3 hold. If the admissible control Z is such that 
(14) lim Q(Z„ (o)Xt) = 0 in probability , 
t->00 
(Q is the distance), then 
lim E l T - ^ j - -..p\ = 0 , 
r->oo . 
Proof. Let (14) hold. According to Theorem 1 we have to establish 
l i m T - 1 E l f (p(Xt,Z,)dt = 0 . 
*"-• Jo 
H 1 implies 
K ^ z ) | 3 . « ( . . - ) ( _ v i ) . . 
| YflOiJ, z) (w)j\ £ const,11 q(i,j; z) [>/), + q(i, z) (yi)t\ ^ 
J J*i 
< const. (q(i, z) (yj); + ?0>,)i). 
Hence we conclude that 
(15) W,z)\2 £ C[l + (q(i,z)(yi)F], 
where C is a constant, cp is a continuous function in z, in virtue of H 1, (iii). 
Take L > 0, k > 0, k integer. It holds 
(16) т - i E 
+ 
We have 
r <p(x„ zt) dt g r
1 f E|z{xř < k} <p(x„ z,)| dř + 
T - 1 L r P(Z, S: fe) dř + T~» f E|z{<p;x„ Z,) > L} <?(*„ Z,)| dř. 
lim E|Z{X( < fe) </>(*„ Z()| = 0, 
since x{X, < k} q>(X„ Zt) is bounded and tends to 0 in probability as t -* oo, by 
(14) and by <p(X„ (a)x) = 0. 
The second term on the right in (15) is estimated from the expression obtained 
before, 
l i S T - 1 [ P(Xt ^ k)dt^e(k). 
r-*> Jo 
As far as the third term, we can use H 3, (15) and Lemma 2 to derive 
FE<P2(X„ Z,) dt < C (T + fT(q(X„ Zt) (yi)Xt)
2 dt\ ^ C(T + (y3)Xo + ( , , ) . qT) . 
Since E\x{<p(Xt, Z.) > L} <p'X„ Z,)\ < U' Ecp
2(Xt, Zt), we have that 
hm T"1 [ E | { ^ „ Z,) > L} <X*„ Z,)| dr < L- !C(1 + (y 3). ?) . 
r-oo J 0 
Consequently, 
limT" ę(X„ Z,) dř á L ^ + r ^ n ^ ? ) . 
The right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small by taking L and then k suffi­
ciently large. • 
The results aforementioned allow to say that the validity of the Law of Large 
Numbers for RT holds if the difference (measured in distance) between the actual 
parameter control value Zt and that corresponding to the stationary strategy (o)Xt 
tends to zero if t goes to infinity. 
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Central Limit Theorem 
Our next purpose is to prove the Central Limit Theorem for RT. 
We introduce hypotheses H* 1, H* 2 and H* 3. They are analogous to H 1, H 2 
and H 3 with ra replaced by h2a (or r(i, z) replaced by h2(i, z)). 
Set Y„ = M„+ 1 - M,„ n = 0, 1 ..., defined from the martingale (12). 
We consider a fixed 5 e if"-0 and denote \i2 = lim N~' \Q r2(X„ Zt) dt. 
,V-*oo 
From martingale theory ([1]) the following result is known. 
Proposition 1. Let {Y„, n = 0, 1 ...} be the martingale differences. Further let 
N- 1 
lim AT1 £ E{7„21 J~„} = v in probability 
N->& n = 0 
where v is a constant, and for each e > 0 let the Lindeberg condition hold 
/ V - l 
limJV -1 £ EY„2z{|7„| ^ ejN} = 0 . 
N - O T « = 0 
Then 
MNj^/N as N -> oo has asymptotically normal distribution N(0, v). 
Extending the argument of Lemma 3 we can prove 
E{Y„2| #-„} = E j f" r2(X„ Z.) d/| J~„j . 
The aim is to use the result from Proposition 1 so we need to verify its two condi-
tions. 
Concerning the first one we have the following. If H 1 and H 2 hold then 
/ r-N / v - l \ 
lim A'"1 r2(X„ Zt) dt - AT
x £ E{ Y„2 | J~„} j = 0 a.s. 
N"» \ Jo " = 0 J 
To prove this, set 
fN N - l r p + 1 \ 
LN = r2(X„ Zt) dt - £ E J r2(Z„ Zf) dt | J~„i, iV = 1, 2, ... 
Then L = {LN, N = i, 2,. . .} is a martingale, and we have that 
E(L,+ 1 - LA.)
2 = E ( T + 1 r2(X„ Zt) dtj - E / E | f
+* r2(X(, Z() d. | ^ j V g 
/ / • N + l \ 2 I»1V + 1 
^ E( r2(Z„ Z,) d i ) S E r
2 (X ( ,Z , )d/ , JV = 1,2,. . . 
This, as in the proof of Theorem 2, implies 
" - * * ' • • - - ' < , • 
n = l ra2 
Consequently, L fulfills the Law of Large Numbers. Hence, 
(17) lim (N'1 I r2(X„ Z.) At - N'
1 £ E[Y„2 | J~„} j = 0 a.s. 
N-»oo \ J 0 i,= 0 ' / 
If H* 1, H* 2, H* 3 hold, we conclude from Theorem 4 that 
lim N~l r2(X„ Zt) dt = fi2 in probability . 
*-»« Jo 
Hence, (17) implies 
J V - l 
lim iV~J £ E{ ̂  | ^„] = i'2 in probability . 
/V-»oo 11 = 0 
Concerning the second hypothesis of Proposition 1, namely the Lindeberg condi-
tion, we have to state an auxiliary result. 
Lemma 4. Let H 1, H 2, H* 1, H* 2 and H* 3 hold. Then 
1 N - l 
(18) hm — X - - ? ^ const. 
JV^KJ N n=o 
under arbitrary admissible control Z. 
The laborious proof can proceed as in [4] and is based on the relation 
(19) E(Mr - Msf = E (T r4(X„ Zt) dt + 4 f (M, - Ms) r3(X„ Zt) dt + 
+ 6 f (M, - M s)
2 r2(X„ Z,) dA . 
Next step deals with the expression 
Y E(M„ + 1 - M„)
4 = Y E f r4(X,+„, Z,+fl) dt + 
n=0 n=0 Jo 
+ 4*% E \(Mt+n - M„) r3(Xt+n, Zt+„) dt + 
n = 0 Jo 
+ 6AE E f (M t+„ - M„)
2 r2(Xt+n, Zt+n) dt 5£ E f r4(X„ Z,) dt + 
«=o Jo Jo 
J V - l / ("AT \ 3 / 4 
+ 4( I E(M„ + 1 - M„)
4)1/4(^EJo | r3(X ( ,Z t)rdfj + 
N-l / fN \ l / 2 
+ 6( XQ E(M„+1 - M,,)
4)1'2 (̂ E j o r
2(X(, Z.) drj . 
This expression is obtained from (19), using the Holder inequality and the fact that 
E(Mr+„ — M„)
4 is nondecreasing in t. 
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It is not difficult to see that from here (18) follows, provided that 
pjv [N rN 
E r4(X„ Z.) At + E |r3(X„ Z t) |
4 / 3 d. + E r2(X„Zt) dt g const. N. 
From Lemma 4, the Lindeberg condition follows; for e > 0 
E m i V - ^ E Y / x l l Y - l ZsjN} ^Eme"" 2 iV- 2 ^EY„ 4 = 0 . 
JV->oo n = 0 JV-oo n = 0 
We can state now the main result in this subsection. 
Theorem 5. Let H 1, H 2, H 3, H* 1, H* 2, H* 3 hold, and let Z be an admissible 
control such that 
(20) lim Q(Z„ (a)Xt) = 0 in probability, 
( - •00 
1 fT 
lim —- (p{X„ Zt) d. = 0 in probability . 
r-ooVTJ0 
Then (RT — Tu)/./T has asymptotically normal distribution N(0, fi2) as T~* co. 
Proof. Set 
(21) ^__^_(__^k. + J.p(,,,_,)d, 
the following relation 
lim AT M "2(.3-,, Zt) df = n2 in probability . 
W-oo J 0 
Theorem 4 gives the following relation 
Hence from (17) 
N~\ 
lim N"1 £ E{Y„2 | 3F„) - n2 in probability . 
iV-»oo n = 0 
We see that MNj^/N is asymptotically iV(0, /i2) as N .-* oo. From Lemma 4 follows 
cc p y 4 
t22) - - l & < 0 0 -
7V = 1 i V 2 
Further 
E ( M-T _ _HLTIV < __5a 
WW JC-1/ ~ [IT' 
In virtue of (22), the right term in this inequality converges to zero as Trends to oo. 
We conclude that M r/X/[T] and hence M r / - / T is asymptotically JV(0, n2) as T 
tends to infinity. The proof is accomplished by demonstrating the negligibility of 
[(W)XT - (w)x0lls/T as T tends to oo . • 
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4. EXAMPLE 
As an illustrative example we propose the consideration of a system described 
as a M/M/l queue, in order to apply the results obtained before. 
Let us suppose a known arrival rate given by q, and a known service rate given 
by z, which is going to be control parameter ranging in the interval [z', z"], where 
z' > q. 
The process Xt denotes the number of customers in the system at time t > 0. 
The cost functional is defined as follows 
Cт= Г(X,+KZt)dt, 
where K is a positive constant. 
The Bellman equation from Section 2 for the minimum mean cost takes the 
expression 
0 = min \Kz — qw0 + qw1 — p.] , 
zetz'.z"] 
0 = min [i + Kz + zwi_1 - (z + q) wt + qwi+1 ~ fi] , i = 1, 2, ... 
zeO'.z"] 
Then, minimizing the expression in brackets we obtain for z 
z = z" if K + wi_1 - w; < 0 , 
z = z' if K + W;_ , — W; > 0 . 
The optimal strategy of control takes the form 
a(i) = z , i = 1, 2 ... n , 
<r(i) = z" , i - n + 1, n + 2,.. ., 
which is a bang-bang control. 
The average cost yu(n) corresponding to this strategy can be obtained in a direct way. 
The stationary distribution for the a strategy is 
Pi = g[l\, ; = o, 1 » - 1, 
where 
Pi = в [-,)[-.) , l~n, n + í,..., 
/ i - " r a , „ i V 1 « 
0 = 1 - — - + « " • - — , « = - , t>« 
1 — u 1 — u/ z 
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According to the definition of the mean cost 
, \ f 1 - «" „ / 1 I \ 
+ ii- ™ + X(z" - z') H" - -—1 + Kz'. 
(1 - i>)2 ; 1 - v) 
The optimal value n verifies 
fi(h) = min fi(n) = / i . 
Then the optimal strategy of control a fulfils 
(a), = z', i = 0,l,...,n, 
(£). = _", i = fl + l, ... 
The optimality equations obtained before can be expressed in the following way 
0 = Kz' + q(wt — w0) — fi,, 
0 = i + Kz' — z'(wi — wi-i) + -(wi4 t ~ w>) — P J / = J, ..., n , 
0 = i + Kz" — z"(w; - w^i) + _(w,+ 1 — H';) — p., i — n + 1, ft + 2 ... 
w, is a quadratic function for i = h + 1, h + 2, ... The fact that ff is an optimal 
stationary strategy is expressed by the inequalities 
wn - H^-j g JC _S wfl+] - Wf; . 
Assume now that the rate q is unknown to the controller, and write a = a(q). 
Let 7Yr denote the number of arrivals into the system up to time T Then the ratio 
q* = NTjT 
is the maximum likelihood estimate of q. A natural way of defining an adaptive 
control is to set 
Zt = (a(q*))Xt, t^O. 
Since 
lim q* = q a.s., 
T->co 
(20) holds with a = a(q). It can be shown that the other hypotheses of Theorem 5 
are fulfilled as well. 
(Received March 25, 1986.) 
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